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High-resolution air-sea coupling impact on two heavy precipitation events in the Western 
Mediterranean 
R. Rainaud, C. Lebeaupin Brossier*, V. Ducrocq, H. Giordani 
 
 
The AROME-NEMO WMED coupled model was developed to investigate the role of air-sea 
coupling on two heavy rainfall events.  
For each case study, the coupled run is compared to two atmosphere-only AROME-WMED 
experiments with no SST evolution.  
The large impact of the initial SST field on the precipitation forecast is re-asserted, and, the 
significant effect of the interactive 3D ocean coupling, with surface cooling notably due to 
entrainment, on the evaporation water supply for HPE is highlighted.  
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The Mediterranean Sea is an important source of heat and moisture for heavy precipitation events (HPEs).
Moreover, the Ocean Mixed Layer (OML) evolves rapidly under such intense events. Whereas short-term
Numerical Weather Prediction systems generally use low-resolution non-evolving Sea Surface Temperature (SST),
the development of high-resolution high-frequency coupled system allows to fully take into account the fine-scale
interactions between the low-level atmosphere and the OML which occur during HPEs.
The aim of this study is to investigate the impact of fine-scale air-sea interactions and coupled processes involved
during the HPEs which occurred during the 12 to 15 October 2012 (IOP13) and 26 to 28 October 2012 (IOP16a/b)
of the HyMeX first field campaign. For that purpose, the high-resolution coupled system AROME-NEMO WMED
was developed. This system is based on the 2.5 km-resolution non-hydrostatic convection-permitting atmospheric
model AROME-WMED and the 1/36◦-resolution NEMO-WMED36 ocean model. The coupling frequency is 1h.
To distinguish the effects due to the change in the initial SST field from that due to the interactive 3D ocean, the
coupled run is compared to two AROME-WMED atmosphere-only experiments with no SST evolution during
the 48-hour forecast cycles: one using the AROME-WMED SST analysis, the second using the SST field of
the coupled experiment each day at 00UTC. The results of the three experiments re-assert that the SST initial
condition strongly influences the HPE forecast, in terms of intensity and location. With water budget analyses,
the significant impact of the ocean interactive evolution on the surface evaporation water supply for HPE is also
highlighted. In case of strong and intense air-sea exchanges, like during the mistral event of IOP16b, the coupling
reproduces the intense and rapid surface cooling and demonstrates the importance of representing the ocean
turbulent mixing with entrainment at the OML base.
Key Words: air-sea coupling; AROME; heavy precipitation events; HyMeX; mistral; NEMO
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2 R. Rainaud et al.
1. Introduction1
The Western Mediterranean coastal region is frequently affected2
by Heavy Precipitation Events (HPEs, accumulations >1003
mm in 24 hours), mainly during fall, which sometimes lead4
to severe damages and human casualities. Over South-Eastern5
France, HPEs are generally generated by Mesoscale Convective6
Systems (MCSs) which develop eastward of an upper-level trough7
(Nuissier et al. 2008, 2011) and are favoured by a low-level moist8
unstable marine flow directed towards the mountainous coasts of9
the region (Fig. 1a). The lifting mechanisms leading to quasi-10
stationary MCSs generating the large rainfall amounts include11
orographic lifting, low-level wind convergence and cold pools12
due to precipitation evaporation (Ducrocq et al. 2008, 2016).13
The mountains and islands of the region induce deflection of the14
flow, channelling effects, lee cyclogenesis and blocking of the15
thunderstorm cold pools that act on the lifting mechanisms. These16
indirect effects of the terrain mainly result from the interaction of17
the large-scale flow with the orography of the region (Ricard et al.18
2012). The moisture and velocity of the low-level flows, which19
influence the deflection of the flows by islands or mountains,20
making the environment more favourable to flow over/around21
depending on the Froude number, have been shown to have a22
significant role on the location of heavy precipitation (Bresson et23
al. 2012).24
The Mediterranean area is also affected by strong regional25
winds, associated with low pressure systems over the region,26
channelled and accelerated in the steep valleys characteristic of27
the Mediterranean coastal area (Fig. 1b). In the North-Western28
Mediterranean area, the cold and dry regional winds known as29
mistral (northerly) and tramontane (north-westerly) frequently30
occur. Gusts exceeding 100 km h−1 are very frequent in South-31
Eastern France during such strong wind events and may cause32
substantial damages.33
The Mediterranean Sea is a significant heat and moisture source34
(Duffourg and Ducrocq 2011) and air-sea exchanges play a key35
role during these intense events (Lebeaupin Brossier et al. 2008).36
These exchanges are expressed in terms of the turbulent fluxes of37
heat, moisture and momentum, which are controlled by gradients38
of temperature, humidity and velocity at the air-sea interface.39
The sea surface conditions and mainly the temperature (SST) 40
thus control the exchanges between ocean and the atmosphere, 41
together with the winds which modulate the efficiency of the 42
exchanges. These interactions modify the low-level atmosphere 43
stability and can notably impact the intensity of atmospheric 44
convection and precipitation (e.g. Homar et al. 2003; Xie et al. 45
2005). The SST can influence the structure and organization 46
of precipitating systems (tropical cyclone-like, convective or 47
frontal systems), their life cycle, severity, propagation speed, 48
and track, as shown by several numerical studies considering 49
the sensitivity of HPEs to SST in the Western and Central 50
Mediterranean region (e.g. Pastor et al. 2001; Lebeaupin et 51
al. 2006; Miglietta et al. 2011; Romero et al. 2015; Stocchi 52
and Davolio 2016). Not only the SST value, but also the SST 53
patterns are characteristics that have to be accounted for in 54
HPE high-resolution modelling and forecast. In addition, during 55
intense meteorological events in the Mediterranean, significant 56
interactions between the Oceanic Mixed Layer (OML) and the 57
low-level atmosphere can occur on short time scales of only 58
several hours (Lebeaupin Brossier et al. 2014). Generally, the 59
intense and rapid sea surface evolution which occurs at fine- 60
scale is not taken into account in Numerical Weather Prediction 61
systems. Most of the time, the ocean conditions are prescribed 62
using only a low- to medium-resolution SST initial field which 63
does not evolve during the forecast run, especially for short-range 64
high-resolution numerical weather prediction. 65
Past studies investigated the effects of coupling an ocean model 66
to high-resolution atmospheric models in the context of severe 67
weather short-range forecast. 68
Lebeaupin Brossier et al. (2009) developed the coupled system 69
between the Meso-NH atmospheric model (Lafore et al. 1998) and 70
the Gaspar et al. (1990) 1D ocean model to evaluate the air-sea 71
coupled effects for three case studies in South-Eastern France. 72
This study showed that the Mediterranean Sea loses energy to 73
feed the atmospheric convection. The OML cools and deepens 74
under the low-level wind jet. The interactive coupling reduces 75
the atmospheric and oceanic responses compared to uncoupled 76
runs. However, their conclusions are limited because of the short 77
duration (18-24 hours) and small domain (around the Gulf of 78
Lion) of their simulations. Moreover, using a 1D ocean model 79
c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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High-resolution O/A coupling impact on two Mediterranean HPEs 3
leads to SST errors during intense events, mainly because it does80
not take into account the 3D ocean circulation regulating the OML81
evolution (Davolio et al. 2015).82
Pullen et al. (2006, 2007) showed that, in the Adriatic83
area, the 3D high-resolution (4 km) air-sea coupling, with the84
COAMPS (Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction85
System) model, improves the simulation of both ocean surface86
and low-level atmosphere during strong wind events. The ocean87
cooling under strong wind stabilizes the atmospheric boundary88
layer and reduces the heat exchanges and low-level wind.89
The same results were found by Small et al. (2011, 2012)90
in the Ligurian Sea during mistral events. The COAWST91
(Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-Sediment-Transport Warner92
et al. 2010) coupled system was used at high resolution (up to93
1 km-resolution for the atmosphere and up to 250 m-resolution94
for the ocean [and wave] model[s]) for several intense weather95
events over the Mediterranean region (Renault et al. 2012; Ricchi96
et al. 2016; Grifoll et al. 2016). These studies highlighted that the97
fully atmosphere-ocean[-waves] coupling improves the simulation98
results mainly in terms of surface heat fluxes, but also in terms99
of low-level atmosphere circulation and stability and on storm100
intensification.101
The present study aims also at better understanding and102
evaluating the ocean-atmosphere coupling impacts but on HPEs103
and in the context of short-range and high-resolution weather104
forecasts.105
The international HyMeX (Hydrological cycle in Mediter-106
ranean Experiment, www.hymex.org) program (Drobinski et107
al. 2014) investigates the Mediterranean hydrological cycle. A108
large part of the program is devoted to increasing the knowledge109
and the prediction skill of high-impact weather events in the area.110
Two field campaigns, called Special Observation Periods (SOPs),111
were organised in autumn 2012 and winter 2013 to document112
intense meteorological events and their environment.113
During the first SOP (SOP1, between 5 September to 6114
November 2012) focusing on heavy precipitation and flash-flood115
events, more than 200 instruments were deployed on land, in the116
air and at sea over the Western Mediterranean area (Ducrocq et117
al. 2014). Some of these instruments were devoted to measuring118
air-sea exchanges and marine atmospheric and oceanic boundary119
layers upstream of HPEs (e.g. gliders, moored and drifting 120
buoys, CTD profiles, balloons and radio-soundings). Facilities like 121
aircraft or ships were also used during the Intense Observation 122
Periods (IOPs). Forecasts were used during the field campaign 123
to support the instrument deployment in real-time. In particular, 124
the Météo-France non-hydrostatic convective-scale atmospheric 125
model AROME (Seity et al. 2011) was run in a dedicated version 126
named AROME-WMED (Fourrié et al. 2015), producing each 127
day 48 hours of forecast from 00UTC. A complete evaluation of 128
the air-sea conditions in the AROME-WMED forecasts during 129
SOP1 was done in a previous study (Rainaud et al. 2016). It 130
showed that AROME-WMED forecasts fit very well with the 131
meteorological observations over sea. However, significant biases 132
(up to 4◦C for the 2 m-temperature) were found very locally in 133
the Gulf of Lion during a severe mistral/tramontane wind event 134
(28 October 2012). Two possible sources of errors were identified: 135
i) an overestimation of the sensible heat flux for such conditions 136
by the turbulent fluxes bulk parameterization and ii) the fact that 137
the SST does not evolve during the 48h-forecast, remaining as 138
the initial analysis. This paper aims to address this latter issue 139
by evaluating the impact of an evolving SST during the forecast, 140
through a high-resolution 3D ocean-atmosphere coupling with the 141
AROME-NEMO WMED system, on the representation of the air- 142
sea interface processes and of two HPEs that occurred during 143
SOP1. 144
The paper is organized as follows. The section 2 presents the 145
numerical ocean-atmosphere coupled system and the experiments. 146
The section 3 describes the two case studies. The impact of the 147
coupling on the air-sea interface is shown in section 4, then in 148
section 5, we describe the impact on the intense meteorological 149
event forecast. Finally, the conclusions and perspectives of this 150
work are given in the section 6. 151
2. Models and experiments 152
2.1. The AROME-NEMO WMED coupled system 153
The coupled system AROME-NEMO WMED combines the 154
AROME atmospheric model (Seity et al. 2011) and the NEMO 155
ocean model (Madec et al. 2008). The coupling interface includes 156
SURFEX (Masson et al. 2013) and OASIS3-MCT (Valcke 2013). 157
c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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4 R. Rainaud et al.
2.1.1. The atmospheric model158
The atmospheric model, AROME-WMED (Fourrié et al. 2015)159
is the HyMeX dedicated version of AROME. It ran in real-time160
during the HyMeX SOP1 field campaign, producing each day a161
48-hour forecast from the 00UTC AROME analysis. AROME-162
WMED covers a large domain over the Western Mediterranean163
area, from Portugal to Sicily and from the Atlas mountains164
to Northern Alps (Fig. 2). This model is non-hydrostatic and165
has a 2.5 km-horizontal resolution with 60 stretched η-vertical166
levels extending from near the surface (almost 10 m) to the167
top of the troposphere (around 1 hPa). The advection scheme is168
semi-lagrangian and the temporal scheme is semi-implicit. The169
boundary conditions are provided by the hourly forecast from170
the Météo-France global model, ARPEGE (Action de Recherche171
Petite Echelle Grande Echelle, Courtier et al. 1991). The turbulent172
scheme is the Cuxart et al. (2000) 1.5 TKE scheme used only173
for the vertical turbulence. Because AROME is a non-hydrostatic174
model and thanks to its horizontal resolution, the deep convection175
is explicitly solved, while the shallow convection is parameterized176
with EDKF (Eddy Diffusion Kain Fritsch, Kain and Fritsch 1990).177
The evolution of the five hydrometeor species (rain, snow, graupel,178
cloud ice and cloud liquid vapor) is given by the ICE3 scheme179
(Pinty and Jabouille 1998). The surface scheme in AROME-180
WMED is SURFEX (Masson et al. 2013). Each grid mesh is181
split into four tiles: land, towns, sea, and inland waters (lakes182
and rivers). Output fluxes are weight averaged inside each grid183
box according to the fraction of each respective tile, before being184
provided to the atmospheric model. The Interactions between Soil,185
Biosphere, and Atmosphere (ISBA) parameterization (Noilhan186
and Planton 1989) is activated over land tiles, whereas the187
Town Energy Budget (TEB) scheme is used for urban tiles188
(Masson 2000). Concerning inland waters, the Charnock (1955)’s189
formulation is used. Based on Rainaud et al. (2016)’s results, the190
sea surface turbulent fluxes bulk parameterization used is COARE191
3.0 (Fairall et al. 2003) in this study. Radiative fluxes are computed192
with the Fouquart and Bonnel (1980) scheme (shortwave) and193
RRTM (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model, Mlawer et al. 1997)194
scheme (longwave).195
2.1.2. The ocean model 196
The ocean model, NEMO-WMED36 (Lebeaupin Brossier et 197
al. 2014), is a regional version of NEMO over the Western 198
Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 2) with a horizontal resolution of 1/36◦ 199
over an ORCA grid and with 50 z-stretched vertical levels with 200
a 1-m thick first level. The domain has two open boundaries: 201
one west at 4.8◦W (60 km east of Gibraltar Strait) and one 202
south at 37◦N across the Sicily Channel. The Strait of Messina 203
between Sicily and continental Italy is closed. The open boundary 204
conditions come from the PSY2V4R4 daily analyses of Mercator- 205
Océan, smoothed with a monthly averaging to avoid abrupt 206
incoming flows. The PSY2 operational system (Lellouche et al. 207
2013) has a 1/12◦ horizontal resolution and covers the North- 208
Eastern Atlantic Ocean, the North and Baltic Seas and the 209
Mediterranean Sea. 210
In NEMO-WMED36, the tracer advection is computed using 211
a TVD scheme (Barnier et al. 2006) to conserve energy and 212
enstrophy. The turbulence closure scheme is the Blanke and 213
Delecluse (1993) 1.5 TKE scheme, and in case of instabilities, the 214
diffusivity coefficient is fixed at 10 m2 s−1 (Lazar et al. 1999) 215
to parameterize ocean deep convection. The sea surface height 216
(SSH) is given by the filtered free surface scheme of Roulet and 217
Madec (2000) and permits to keep a sea volume constant. The 218
bottom friction follows a quadratic function with a coefficient 219
which depends on the 2D mean tidal energy (Lyard et al. 2006). 220
The runoffs are applied on the surface of the river mouths and 221
come from the Beuvier et al. (2010) climatology. 222
2.1.3. The air-sea coupling interface 223
The coupled system AROME-NEMO is implemented using the 224
SURFEX-OASIS coupling interface (Voldoire et al. 2017). This 225
interface permits the field exchanges between the atmospheric 226
and ocean models (Fig. 2). NEMO provides to OASIS the mean 227
SST and horizontal surface current components (us and vs) at the 228
coupling frequency of one hour. These fields, after interpolation 229
onto the AROME (SURFEX) grid, are used to compute surface 230
fluxes at each subsequent atmospheric time step. The air-sea fluxes 231
at the interface - namely the solar heat flux Qsol, the net heat flux 232
Qnet, the two components of the horizontal wind stress τu and 233
c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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τv and the atmospheric freshwater flux EMP - are computed by234
SURFEX and provided to OASIS, which then averages them over235
one hour, interpolates and sends them to NEMO at the coupling236
frequency.237
The air-sea fluxes are computed taking into account near238
surface atmospheric and oceanic parameters, following the239
radiative schemes and turbulent fluxes parameterization:240
Qsol = (1− α)SWdown (1)
241
Qnet = Qsol + LW down − ǫσSST
4
−H − LE (2)
where SWdown and LWdown are the incoming components of242
the solar and infrared radiations, respectively. α is the albedo, ǫ is243
the emissivity and σ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant. Turbulent244
heat fluxes (H for sensible and LE for latent) are calculated with245
the COARE 3.0 parameterization (as suggested by Rainaud et246
al. (2016)’s results) and depend on the wind speed and on the247
air-sea gradients of temperature and humidity, respectively. The248
atmospheric freshwater flux is given by:249
EMP = E − Pl − Ps (3)
where E is the evaporation, corresponding to E = LE/Lv with250
Lv the vaporization heat constant. Pl and Ps are the liquid and251
solid surface precipitation rates (given by AROME-WMED).252
The wind stress takes into account the ocean surface current253
(given by NEMO-WMED36):254
~τ = (τu, τv) = ρaCD(Us − Ua)(
−→
Us −
−→
Ua) (4)
with ρa the air density, CD the drag coefficient given by the255
turbulent fluxes parameterization,
−→
Ua = (ua, va) the wind at the256
lowest atmospheric model level (almost 10 m here) and
−→
Us =257
(us, vs) the ocean surface current.258
The AROME-WMED domain is more extended than the259
NEMO-WMED36 domain west of the Gibraltar Strait and south260
of the Sicily Channel (Fig. 2). In addition, the Atlantic Ocean and261
the Adriatic Sea are not represented in NEMO-WMED36. So, in262
these areas, there is no air-sea coupling: the SST comes from the263
AROME-WMED initial analysis and is constant during the run, 264
and, horizontal current is considered null. 265
2.2. Sensitivity experiments 266
To evaluate the impact of the air-sea coupling on the forecast 267
of severe weather events, three sensitivity experiments have been 268
performed for two case studies (see section 3). 269
The reference experiment (called ARCO) is an atmosphere- 270
only AROME-WMED experiment. In ARCO, the initial 271
conditions come from the AROME-WMED analysis, in particular 272
the analysed SST, which is built by combining a 2D optimal 273
interpolation of in-situ data with the CANARI system (Taillefer 274
2002) and the OSTIA (Donlon et al. 2012) product (see Rainaud et 275
al. 2016, for more details on the AROME-WMED SST analysis). 276
In ARCO, the SST field is kept constant during the forecast cycle. 277
The CPLOA experiment is the ocean-atmosphere coupled 278
run using AROME-NEMO WMED. The atmospheric initial 279
conditions come from the AROME-WMED analysis. For every 280
4-day case study, 48-hour forecasts are issued each day from 281
the 00UTC analysis. The first day, the ocean is initialized from 282
the outputs of a free (without any data assimilation) NEMO- 283
WMED36 simulation (Rainaud 2015). This free ocean simulation 284
was itself initialized on 5 September 2012 (at the beginning 285
of HyMeX SOP1) by the Mercator Océan PSY2V4R4 analysis 286
and driven by air-sea fluxes obtained from the AROME-WMED 287
forecasts (Rainaud et al. 2016). For the following forecast 288
production cycles, the ocean conditions at 00UTC (day D) are 289
provided by the CPLOA 24-hour [ocean] forecast based on the day 290
before (D-1; range +24h). The scheme in Figure 3 summarizes the 291
protocol of the CPLOA experiment. From an atmospheric point- 292
of-view, CPLOA is similar to ARCO except the initial SST field 293
and that the SST evolves interactively during the forecast. 294
The third experiment (called SSTHR) is also an atmosphere- 295
only AROME-WMED experiment, but it uses the SST issued 296
from CPLOA at 00UTC each day and keeps it constant during the 297
48h-forecast. This experiment permits to distinguish the impact of 298
the modification of the initial SST field (ARCO versus SSTHR) 299
from the impact of the interactive SST evolution allowed by 300
the coupling (SSTHR versus CPLOA). As the ocean initial state 301
is taken from a free-running ocean simulations without data 302
c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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assimilation of oceanic observations in CPLOA and SSTHR,303
the SST field of these experiments are expected to have greater304
biases with respect to the observations than the AROME analysis305
used in ARCO, but with finer and more realistic patterns.306
While some comparisons against observations are provided in the307
following, their objective is mainly to support the evaluation of308
the differences between the simulations rather than as an objective309
measure of the benefit of ocean-atmosphere coupling for high-310
resolution NWP systems (in which data assimilation should be311
used to produce the initial ocean state).312
3. Case studies313
Two case studies have been chosen from the HyMeX SOP1 period314
because they include the two kinds of intense weather events of315
interest: first a moderate mistral episode followed by an HPE316
during the Intense Observation Period 13 (IOP13, Rainaud et317
al. (2016)), and secondly, an HPE followed by a severe mistral318
event during IOP16a/b (Ducrocq et al. 2014; Duffourg et al.319
2016). Moreover, for these two IOPs, air-sea exchanges have320
been suggested playing a significant role (Rainaud et al. 2016;321
Thévenot et al. 2016). A brief description of the events is given in322
the following.323
3.1. IOP13: Moderate mistral followed by HPE324
The IOP13 took place between 12 and 15 October 2012.325
According to Rainaud et al. (2016), the event has been split in326
three phases following the wind regime. The first phase, from 12327
October at 01UTC to 13 October at 10UTC, was characterized328
by high surface pressure over Catalonia and low surface pressure329
over Liguria inducing mistral and tramontane over the Gulf of330
Lion. During this first phase, convective precipitation occurred in331
the Catalonian sub-basin and Balearic Islands. The second phase332
took place between 13 October 11UTC and 14 October 03UTC333
and was characterized by a low wind regime in the Gulf of Lion334
and no precipitation. Finally, the third phase, from 14 October335
04UTC to 15 October 00UTC, was characterized by a low-level336
south-westerly flow (Fig. 4a), associated with a surface low over337
Spain. The mechanisms involved in the MCS development over338
South-Eastern France during IOP13 are described in Duffourg et339
al. (2017, rev) and in a lesser extent in Barthlott and Davolio340
(2016) and Rainaud et al. (2016). The MCS that formed over 341
South-Eastern France was fed by a marine moist southwesterly 342
low-level jet topped with a drier layer and extremely dry air 343
above 2500m ASL. The first convective cells developed around 344
midday on 14 October 2012 over the first foothills facing the 345
moist and conditionally unstable low-level flow advected from 346
the Sea. According to Duffourg et al. (2017, rev) using a realistic 347
2.5km-resolution simulation, downstream of the upward motions, 348
evaporative cooling under the precipitating cells appeared. This 349
initiated a backbuilding process with new convective cells forming 350
upstream while the older cells were transported northeastward by 351
the mid-to-upper level southwesterly winds. The cold air formed 352
by evaporative cooling under the precipitating cells progressively 353
filled the valleys and then spread out over the plains upstream of 354
the coastal orography, blocking the inland advection of the marine 355
moist low-level flow. After 15UTC, the main convective ascents 356
were located not only on the coastal mountainsides but also on 357
the leading edge of the cold air pool. The cold pool thus played 358
a major role in shifting the location of the precipitation from the 359
bottom of the valleys to the coasts and over the sea. The most 360
intense convection and heavy precipitation in the French Azur 361
Riviera and Italy (Gulf of Genoa) occurred between 14 October 362
16UTC and 15 October 00UTC. Up to 120 mm in 24h were 363
recorded in the Liguria region (Fig. 5a). During this event, a 364
tornado was also observed near Marseille (Ducrocq et al. 2014). 365
For this case, the three experiments start on 11 till 14 October 366
2012. 367
3.2. IOP16a/b: HPE followed by a severe mistral event 368
The second case study, between 26 and 29 October 2012, is 369
composed of two IOPs: IOP16a the 26 October and IOP16b the 370
27-28 October. 371
The study of Duffourg et al. (2016) details the mechanisms 372
acting during IOP16a. On the early morning of 26 October, moist 373
and conditionally unstable air was carried by a south-easterly low- 374
level jet over the Gulf of Lion where a MCS formed and then split 375
in two separate systems. One of the MCS (MCS1a) progressed 376
northwards from 06UTC then decaying over the Cévennes (Massif 377
Central). The other one (MCS1b) progressed northeastwards over 378
the Mediterranean Sea and reached the southeastern France coasts 379
c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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(Var region) where it induced up to 150 mm in 24h (Fig. 5b),380
some local floods and 2 casualties in Toulon. The major initiation381
and maintenance mechanism was the convergence of the south-382
easterly low-level jet with the south-westerly flow along the383
Spanish coasts, associated with a secondary low pressure anomaly384
that formed in the lee of the Iberian mountains, as highlighted by385
Duffourg et al. (2016). As this surface low progressed eastwards386
and deepened, the convergence line intensified. Near surface387
cooling appeared below the MCS that perturbed the low-level flow388
and intensified the low-level convergence. A third MCS called389
MCS2 formed on the Gulf of Genoa and affected the Italian coasts,390
inducing up to 250 mm in 24h (Fig. 5b). In this paper, only the391
impact on forecast of MCS1a and MCS1b is examined.392
The next day, the low reached the Gulf of Genoa, where it393
stayed till the end of 28 October. Associated with a very cold394
air break at high levels, it induced a severe mistral from the395
south of France and the Gulf of Lion to Corsica, Tunisia and396
the Tyrrhenian Sea. This severe wind event induced 2 fatalities397
in France. High waves (significant height up to 6.5 m at the LION398
buoy) were observed from Catalonia, Balearic Islands, France to399
Italy inducing damages. Finally, this mistral episode produced a400
drastic change of the whole Western Mediterranean Sea in terms401
of stratification, with a very rapid and intense cooling and a large402
mixing, as evidenced by Lebeaupin Brossier et al. (2014).403
For this case, our sensitivity experiments start on 25 till 28404
October 2012.405
4. Effects on the air-sea interface406
4.1. Sea Surface Temperature407
The air-sea coupling impact is first examined on the SST field,408
after 48h of simulation.409
For 13 October 00UTC, the CPLOA and SSTHR SST field410
present finer scale structures than in ARCO (Fig. 6a,d,g). The411
ARCO SST is slightly higher (≤0.5◦C) than the CPLOA SST412
after 48h forecast, on average over the entire domain. The largest413
differences are found in the Alboran Sea, the southern Tyrrhennian414
Sea and around the Balearic Islands (Fig. 6m). Locally, the SST in415
ARCO is lower, notably in the Gulf of Lion and along the Algerian416
coasts. These discrepancies come mainly from the different initial417
SST field rather than from the SST evolution during the forecast 418
run, as the differences between ARCO and SSTHR (Fig. 6j) are 419
larger than between SSTHR and CPLOA (Fig. 6p). The cooling 420
induced by mistral during the phase 1 of IOP13 and simulated by 421
CPLOA is small (Fig. 6d). 422
For IOP16a (27 October 00UTC), the SST in ARCO is lower 423
than in CPLOA in the Gulf of Lion but higher in the south of the 424
domain (Fig. 6b,e,n). The SST differences between ARCO and 425
CPLOA arise mainly from the differences in the initial conditions 426
(Fig. 6k,n,q). Indeed, the ocean surface evolution in 48h is small 427
in CPLOA (if compared to SSTHR, Fig. 6e,h,q). Locally, large 428
differences in term of gradient are found between ARCO and 429
CPLOA. For example, between the Gulf of Lion and the Balearic 430
Islands, the SST meridian gradient is ∼ 1◦C in ≃100 km in 431
CPLOA while it is around 3◦C in ∼100 km in ARCO. At the same 432
time, the zonal gradient in the Ligurian Sea is more pronounced 433
in CPLOA than in ARCO. 434
Looking at the 48h forecast for 29 October 00UTC (IOP16b), 435
the coupled SST is significantly lower than the ARCO SST 436
(almost 2◦C over the basin, Fig. 6c,f,o) while the ARCO and 437
SSTHR SST are relatively similar in terms of mean values (Fig. 438
6f,i,l). This shows the major evolution of the OML during the 439
two days of IOP16b (Fig. 6r), which is not taken into account 440
in the uncoupled forecast. This strong ocean cooling is more 441
stamped in the Gulf of Lion (Fig. 6r) and is equitably distributed 442
along the two days. It is due to two different mechanisms, as 443
highlighted in Lebeaupin Brossier et al. (2014): First, dry and 444
cold air transported by mistral leads to strong air-sea gradient of 445
temperature and humidity at the sea surface, so to strong turbulent 446
fluxes corresponding to extraction of heat and moisture from the 447
OML to the low-level troposphere. Secondly, the strong wind 448
induced a large turbulent mixing in the ocean, so, a deepening 449
of the OML, which entrains colder water from below the ocean 450
thermocline. 451
To sum-up, the large differences in SST between the uncoupled 452
and coupled runs are due to the presence of fine structures 453
in CPLOA (and SSTHR). Indeed, the NEMO-WMED36 ocean 454
model produces numerous mesoscale eddies and fronts in the 455
Western Mediterranean basin and well reproduces the dynamics 456
and main patterns of the surface circulation described by Millot 457
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(1999), i.e. the anticyclonic gyre in the Alboran Sea, the Algerian458
current and coastal eddies, the Northern Current and the Balearic459
front. On the contrary, the AROME SST analysis used in ARCO460
exhibits a smooth north-south gradient. Even though the daily461
OSTIA SST product is refreshed by the assimilation of 3-hourly462
observations for the AROME SST analysis, the in-situ data are too463
few to permit to describe these fine-scale structures. Nevertheless,464
the AROME-WMED SST analysis (used in ARCO) is updated465
every day with observations unlike the simulated SST of NEMO-466
WMED36 (used as initial conditions for SSTHR and evolving in467
CPLOA). The comparison between SSTHR and CPLOA shows468
that the interactive coupling may produce very large differences469
up to 5◦C after only 48h due both to large surface forcing and470
ocean turbulent mixing.471
4.2. Turbulent fluxes472
The impact of the coupling on turbulent fluxes is evaluated when473
the strong low-level wind is established over sea for IOP13 phase474
3 (14 October 18UT), IOP16a (26 October 12UT) and IOP16b475
(28 October 00UT). In the following, we consider separately the476
short-range forecast (hereafter SR) as the forecast from +1h to477
+24h and the long-range forecast (hereafter LR) from +25h to478
+48h. Figure 7 compares the hourly total turbulent heat flux,479
which is the sum −(H + LE) and is negative for an ocean480
[atmospheric] heat loss [gain].481
For the two HPE situations, i.e. IOP13 phase 3 and IOP16a, the482
total heat flux is between -50 and -250 W m−2 in the reference483
experiment ARCO. Larger [in absolute value] heat losses up to484
-500 W m−2 are found near the Balearic Islands, where there is485
a maximum in the south-westerly low-level wind intensity (Fig.486
7). For IOP13, another maximum of heat loss (-500 W m−2)487
is found near the coasts of the Gulf of Lion associated with a488
new onset of a mistral spell. Considering SR, in CPLOA and489
SSTHR, the heat loss is slightly lower (by only ∼4 W m−2 on490
average) than in ARCO (Fig. 7). The SST fine scale structures in491
CPLOA and SSTHR induce local differences in the temperature492
and humidity air-sea gradients which lead to significant local493
differences in the flux fields (±200 W m−2) with respect to ARCO494
ones, in particular near the Balearic Islands and in the Gulf of495
Lion, where the wind is the most intense. The simulated ocean496
evolution is small during these two HPEs. As a consequence the 497
flux differences are small between CPLOA and SSTHR (for SR 498
and LR, not shown). The differences between CPLOA-LR and 499
CPLOA-SR (not shown) are similar to the differences between 500
ARCO-LR and ARCO-SR, i.e. mostly due to differences in the 501
atmospheric forecast. 502
For IOP16b, corresponding to the strong mistral spell, the 503
total turbulent heat loss affects a wide part of the Western 504
Mediterranean Sea and is very high [in absolute value], up to - 505
1500 W m−2 in the Gulf of Lion (Fig. 7). For SR forecasts, the 506
heat loss in CPLOA is globally lower (by 20 W m−2) than in 507
ARCO. Even if there are turbulent flux differences due to initial 508
SST conditions as estimated by comparing ARCO to SSTHR, 509
there is a significant part (50% on average) of the differences 510
between CPLOA and ARCO which is due to the ocean evolution. 511
Indeed, the ocean cooling due to mistral reduces the air-sea 512
temperature gradient, itself inducing a decreasing of the heat loss. 513
The impact of the interactive ocean is more significant (difference 514
up to 500 W m−2) for LR forecasts because of a longer drift from 515
the ocean initial state corresponding to the large cooling of 5◦C in 516
48h in the Gulf of Lion in that case (as shown in Fig. 6f,i). 517
5. Impacts on intense weather event forecast 518
5.1. Heavy precipitation 519
The impact of the air-sea coupling is investigated here for heavy 520
precipitation during the IOP13 phase 3 and IOP16a. In the 521
following, if the ARCO experiment serves as a reference, as it 522
is the state-of-the-art of the current high-resolution NWP system, 523
the role of the air-sea coupling on the forecast is only shown when 524
comparing CPLOA with SSTHR. 525
5.1.1. Rainfall amounts 526
For all the SR experiments of IOP13 phase 3, the location of 527
precipitation over South-Eastern France is overall in agreement 528
with rain-gauge observations (Figs. 5a and 8), even if, the heaviest 529
precipitation in ARCO-SR experiment occur around Nice whereas 530
it is more extended from Nice to Genoa in CPLOA-SR and 531
SSTHR-SR experiments (Fig. 8). BIAS, RMSE and correlation 532
coefficients have been computed for the 24-h accumulated rainfall 533
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amounts for the three simulations against observations (Tab. 1).534
In addition, categorical scores considering different thresholds of535
daily accumulated rainfall amount were also computed (see the536
Appendix for definition). Figure 9 shows the POD, FBIAS and537
ETS scores. These scores show globally that ARCO is closer538
to the observations than SSTHR. The discrepancies between the539
experiments appear only for higher thresholds (< 10 mm in540
24 h). A SST evolving during the forecast run improves the541
scores (CPLOA to compare to SSTHR). For the LR experiments,542
the precipitating system is located further inland, in comparison543
with observations. The scores against rain-gauge data confirm544
weaker performances of the longer range experiments than the545
shorter range ones (Tab. 1 and Fig. 9). In addition, the differences546
between the LR experiments are weaker, even though ARCO is547
still the closest to the observations. No difference is clearly found548
in the mesoscale environment and the mechanisms involved in549
heavy precipitation during IOP13 (see Fig. S1 in the supporting550
information file). The differences in precipitation seem rather due551
to small differences in the moisture contribution of the Western552
Mediterranean Sea throughout the simulation integration, which553
slightly modify the instability of the marine low-level flow. This554
point is examined with water budgets in the following section.555
For the IOP16a, all the SR forecasts simulate rainfall amounts556
over the Cévennes linked to MCS1a larger than observed (Figs. 5b557
and 10). The simulations show more differences between them for558
MCS1b, with the best representation of rainfall amounts over the559
Var region for CPLOA-SR (Figs. 5b and 10). The scores against560
the 24h-cumulated rainfall observations indicate overall weak561
performances for the three experiments (Tab. 2, Fig. 11). This is562
also the case for the LR experiments. Any experiment performs563
better than the others as the ranking varies from one score to an564
other. Larger differences between experiments are found for the565
LR forecasts (Fig. 10) when comparing the heavy precipitation566
associated with MCS1a and MCS1b. CPLOA-LR underestimates567
intense rainfall associated with MCS1b and represents too intense568
rainfall for MCS1a. On the contrary, ARCO-LR simulates a more569
intense MCS1b. Finally, SSTHR-LR is between the two other570
experiments and represents intense rainfall for the two MCS.571
The mechanisms involved in the formation and evolution572
of MCSs (Duffourg et al. 2016) are the same for the three573
experiments. Locally differences in the mesoscale environment 574
simulated by the three SR or LR experiments are perceptible (see 575
Fig. S2 and S3 in the supporting information file). As example, 576
for LR forecasts, instability and moisture are lower in the south- 577
westerly low-level flow (around the Balearic Islands) in CPLOA- 578
LR and SSTHR-LR compared to ARCO-LR. This can be related 579
to a lower SST and to lower heat fluxes in this area. However, as 580
the largest contributing area of moisture is located in the south- 581
easterly flow (West of Sardinia), these differences lead to small 582
impacts on the convection intensity. The secondary surface low 583
which forms in the lee of the Pyrenees deepens more in SSTHR- 584
LR than in CPLOA-LR, itself more than in ARCO-LR. The air 585
cooling in the same area is also less intense in SSTHR-LR than 586
in CPLOA-LR, itself less than in ARCO-LR. Indeed, the SST and 587
the heat fluxes are lower in this area in ARCO-LR than in CPLOA- 588
LR/SSTHR-LR at the beginning of the simulation. During the 589
CPLOA simulation, SST progressively slightly decreases, and so 590
do the surface heat fluxes in absolute value. These differences 591
in terms of surface heat fluxes directly affect the low-level 592
atmosphere stability and then the cyclonic circulation at low- 593
level and thus it slightly modifies the convergence in the Gulf of 594
Lion and the convection organization. CPLOA-LR underestimates 595
intense rainfall associated with MCS1b and represents too intense 596
rainfall for MCS1a. On the contrary, ARCO-LR simulates a more 597
intense MCS1b. Finally, SSTHR-LR is between the two other 598
experiments and represents intense rainfall for the two MCSs. 599
5.1.2. Water budgets 600
In order to analyze how much the water vapour amount within 601
the atmospheric boundary layer is different, and thus the water 602
supply available for heavy precipitation systems, total water 603
content budgets are computed over a 3D box over the North- 604
Western Mediterranean. The water budget computation follows 605
Duffourg and Ducrocq (2013), with the time variation of the total 606
atmospheric water (vapour and hydrometeors) storage S given by: 607
∆S = E − P + (Qn+Qe+Qs+Qw) + r (5)
where E is surface evaporation and P precipitation in surface 608
(corresponding to atmospheric water losses for the box). Qn, Qe, 609
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Qs and Qw are the vertically integrated horizontal water fluxes610
across the vertical sides of the box for the north, east, south and611
west faces, respectively. r is the sum of the vertical transport at the612
top of the box and of a residual term due to the offline computation613
of the different terms. r has been verified as negligible when the614
top of the box is the model highest layer, so, for a less thick layer,615
r is controlled by the vertical flow at the top of the box.616
The water budget is evaluated for a 50 hPa-height (correspond-617
ing to nearly 500 m) box covering a wide part of the North-618
Western Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 12) in order to focus on the619
marine low-level flow feeding the convective systems. Figure 13a620
presents the budget terms during IOP13 phase 3 in CPLOA. The621
vertically integrated horizontal water fluxes reflect the low-level622
atmospheric circulation which mainly consists of a southerly to623
southeasterly flow, with thus water inputs from the south, then624
from the south-west, and outputs to the north and east. Precipi-625
tation is simulated in the evening (after 18UTC) in the box, thus626
corresponding to a water loss (Fig. 13a). As precipitation starts,627
r becomes larger in absolute value, with negative values between628
16UT and 21UT related notably to an upward flux of water due to629
convection, then positive indicating a water gain, i.e. a downward630
flux on average through the top of the box. Evaporation from sea631
increases along the day from 45 to 80 mg m−2 s−1, due to the632
enhancement of the low-level wind during the day. E represents a633
significant contribution to the total water supply, up to 40% of the634
water supply (Fig. 13a), mostly from the region between Catalonia635
and the Balearic Islands (Fig. 7). But, above all, the largest636
contribution comes from outside (south) of the box, possibly from637
the Algerian basin as suggested by Rainaud et al. (2016), and638
crosses the North-Western Mediterranean area to supply moisture639
to the precipitating system over South-Eastern France. Figure640
13b allows to assess the impact of coupling on the evaporation641
from the Sea. It shows the surface evaporation E for the three642
experiments and for SR and LR forecasts. E is lower in CPLOA643
compared to ARCO, in agreement with the results found in section644
4.2 and shown in Figure 7. E for SSTHR-SR and CPLOA-645
SR are close, whereas SSTHR-LR is intermediate in term of646
evaporation between ARCO-LR and CPLOA-LR (corresponding647
to -10% and +10% for E, respectively). In conclusion, for that648
case, the water budget shows a quite large effect of coupling on649
the surface evaporation. The relative impacts of the interactive 650
ocean during the forecast run and of the different initial SST 651
have been estimated for SR[LR] forecasts to be of about 25[50]% 652
and 75[50]%, respectively. For IOP16a, the relative impacts are 653
assessed to be 10[20]% for the interactive ocean and 80[90]% for 654
the initial SST field (see Fig. S4 in the supporting information 655
file). 656
5.2. Severe mistral 657
Figure 14 shows the evolution of the wind speed, the 2 m- 658
temperature and the SST at the LION buoy [4.7◦E-42.1◦N] during 659
IOP16b (27-28 October 2012). It shows the large increase in 660
the wind speed and the decrease in temperature associated with 661
the mistral. All the experiments reproduce quite well this rapid 662
evolution of the low-level atmosphere. At the end of 28 October 663
(range +42 to +46h), as the wind starts decreasing, differences 664
between the experiments are maximum. The 10 m-wind speed 665
is lower by 0.8 m s−1 in SSTHR and by 1.5 m s−1 in CPLOA 666
compared to ARCO. However, compared to the buoy observation, 667
all the experiments overestimate the wind speed (by up to 5 m s−1 668
at range +30h). The largest differences in the 2 m-temperature 669
between the experiments are also found on 28 October: up to 670
+0.1◦C for SSTHR and of -0.4◦C for CPLOA compared to 671
ARCO. In the coupled run, the cold front induced by the mistral 672
goes a little more to the south than in ARCO (not shown). 673
This is probably due to a cooler atmospheric boundary layer 674
as an integrated effect of the lower SST and heat fluxes under 675
mistral (Fig. 6c,f,i and 7) and also to the triggering of the frontal 676
convection more in the south related to the position of the warm 677
Algerian eddies in CPLOA (Fig. 6f). 678
As already highlighted, during this mistral event, the SST 679
strongly decreases (Fig. 14). This decrease is only represented 680
in the coupled experiment (-2.3◦C in 48h against -4◦C in 48h 681
observed at the LION buoy). However, CPLOA presents initial 682
and final biases in SST. In the morning of 27 October, the cold 683
SST bias (-0.8◦C) is associated with a too thin OML (20 m- 684
depth against 30 m-depth according to temperature observation 685
from the bathymetric thermistance chain at the LION buoy). This 686
is due to errors in the initial ocean state issued from the free 687
NEMO-WMED36 run started at the beginning of September and 688
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not refreshed by ocean data assimilation since then. The biases in689
SST and thermocline position at Lion are indeed already present690
before IOP13 and IOP16a (see Fig. S5 and S6 in the supporting691
information file). On the afternoon of 28 October, CPLOA SST is692
overestimated (+0.9◦C) although the Mixed Layer Depth (MLD)693
is around 50 m-depth as observed. In fact, this overestimation694
is explained by too warm waters located below the OML which695
make the cooling by entrainment at the bottom of OML not intense696
enough in CPLOA.697
As also shown by Lebeaupin Brossier et al. (2014), the698
OML cooled and deepened drastically over the whole Western699
Mediterranean basin during IOP16b due to large surface heat700
loss and turbulent mixing. The coupled experiment presented here701
shows the important role of the OML during this severe mistral702
event with at the same time a downward heat transport below the703
thermocline to the deeper ocean layers by mixing/deepening, and,704
in surface a moderation of the sensible and latent heat fluxes in705
absolute value and of the evaporation. As a consequence, the 2m-706
air temperature (and 2m-specific humidity, not shown) is slightly707
lower in the CPLOA forecast (than in SSTHR, Fig. 14).708
6. Conclusions and perspectives709
This study presents the first application and validation of the high-710
resolution high-frequency air-sea coupled model AROME-NEMO711
WMED, considering the most frequent severe weather events of712
the Western Mediterranean region, i.e. HPEs and mistral. Using713
three sensitivity experiments, the impact of two different effects714
on the atmospheric forecast were considered: the change in the715
initial SST field and the impact of an interactive 3D ocean. This716
study aims at investigating the role of the air-sea coupling on717
the forecast with the comparison between CPLOA and SSTHR.718
If ARCO serves as a reference, it is important to point out719
that the coupled experiment design, with the use of free-running720
simulation to initialize the ocean model, prevents from a direct721
verification of the forecast skill.722
For IOP13, corresponding to a moderate mistral episode723
followed by an HPE, the coupled interactive ocean induces a small724
decrease in the SST and in the surface heat fluxes. Nevertheless,725
the location of the heaviest precipitation is modified. An analysis726
of the water budget highlights that, despite a weak OML evolution727
during that case, coupling leads to a decrease in the Mediterranean 728
Sea evaporation and water supply by up to ∼20% compared to the 729
ARCO experiment, but more than a half is due to the change in the 730
initial SST field. In addition, the two moisture extracting areas (i.e. 731
the Catalonian Sea and the Algerian basin) suggested by Rainaud 732
et al. (2016) were confirmed by this budget evaluation. 733
For IOP16a, a large sensitivity of the MCSs forecast was 734
highlighted. In particular, the intensity of MCS1b over the 735
Var region is completely modified with different sea surface 736
conditions, for the benefit of MCS1a, which affects the Cévennes. 737
In fact, the split of MCS1a in two MCSs which occurred 738
over the Gulf of Lion seems to be very sensitive to the sea 739
surface conditions and, furthermore, the MCS splitting there 740
is a challenging process to correctly reproduce in numerical 741
simulations of IOP16a. As for IOP13, the impact of the interactive 742
ocean evolution is more important for long-range than for short- 743
range forecast, because the OML cooling increases with the 744
forecast range and modifies the intensity of the precipitating 745
system. 746
The coupled experiment is able represent the intense and rapid 747
OML cooling and deepening which occurred during the severe 748
mistral event of IOP16b. It also confirms Lebeaupin Brossier et 749
al. (2014) results, meaning that, in addition to the large surface 750
heat loss, the entrainment of cold water at the OML base is an 751
efficient process that significantly contributes to the sea surface 752
cooling and, so, that is important to take into account. The OML 753
deepening by entrainment which strongly contributes to the OML 754
cooling by a downward heat transfer into the deeper oceanic 755
layers and thus to the decrease in the surface turbulent heat 756
fluxes towards the atmosphere, is thus a crucial coupled process. 757
AROME-NEMO WMED was also recently applied for the study 758
of dense water formation triggered by mistral and tramontane 759
winds during HyMeX SOP2 (Lebeaupin Brossier et al. 2017), 760
illustrating its benefit for the analysis of the fine-scale air-sea 761
coupled processes. 762
Finally, the AROME-NEMO coupled system demonstrates 763
that the air-sea interactive coupling affects the high-resolution 764
atmospheric deterministic forecast. Nevertheless, additional 765
sensitivity tests should be performed in order to better estimate 766
the benefit of a ocean-atmosphere coupled systems for operational 767
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purpose. First, the obtained results only concern two HPEs768
and one mistral case. Further investigations must be undertaken769
for several other situations in order to assess the coupling770
impact. Secondly and as previously mentionned, in our coupled771
experiments, the ocean initial state arose from a free-running772
ocean simulation. The ocean state used as initial conditions is773
thus not as close from the real ocean state as the one that774
could be obtained through ocean data assimilation of the recent775
observations. The next step will be thus to use a high-resolution776
operational ocean analysis to initialize the ocean component777
of AROME-NEMO coupled system, as those provided by the778
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS).779
The step further towards operational real-time forecast would be780
to explore strategies for combining ocean data assimilation and781
atmosphere data assimilation for the AROME-NEMO system.782
Another perspective is to take into account the sea state with783
the introduction of a wave model in the coupled system, as it784
strongly impacts the sea surface turbulent fluxes and thus it can785
significantly modify the weather forecast (Renault et al. 2012;786
Ricchi et al. 2016; Thévenot et al. 2016; Bouin et al. 2017 rev.;787
Voldoire et al. 2017).788
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Appendix 811
Similarly to Ducrocq et al. (2002), the following skill scores were 812
computed using a 2× 2 contingency table (Tab. A) considering 813
different thresholds of rainfall amounts: 814
• the frequency bias FBIAS = (b+ d)/(c+ d); 815
• the probability of detection POD = d/(c+ d); 816
• the equitable threat score ETS = (a−H)/(a+ b+ c− 817
H); 818
with H = [(a+ b)(a+ c)]/(a+ b+ c+ d) referring to the 819
expected number of correct simulated values below the threshold 820
with a random simulation. The FBIAS measures the ability of the 821
model to forecast the occurrence of the event over the threshold. 822
The POD describes the ability in representing the size of the 823
event. The ETS score measures the ability to reproduce the event 824
taking into account its location. 825
A perfect forecast has FBIAS, POD and ETS equal to 1. 826
Supporting information 827
The following supporting information is available as part of the 828
manuscript: 829
Figure S1. IOP13, 14 Oct 2012 16UT: [top panels] Radar reflectivities 830
(colors, in mm h−1 equivalent), Integrated Water Vapor over 28 kg m−2 831
(grey area), wind at 950hPa (arrows, m s−1) and CAPE over 750 J kg−1 832
(red contour), and, [bottom panels] θ′
w
at 925 hPa (colors, in K), wind 833
at 925 hPa (arrows, m s−1) and Mean Sea Level Pressure (hPa, black 834
contours), in ARCO-LR, CPLOA-LR and SSTHR-LR. 835
Figure S2. IOP16a, 26 Oct 2012 06UT: [top panels] Mean Sea Level 836
Pressure (colors, in hPa), Radar reflectivities (green contours at 5, 20, and 837
100 mm h−1 equivalent) and CAPE over 1000 J kg−1 (red contour), and, 838
[bottom panels] θ′
w
at 925 hPa (color, in K) and wind at 925hPa (arrows, 839
m.s−1), in ARCO-LR, CPLOA-LR and SSTHR-LR. 840
Figure S3. IOP16a, 26 Oct 2012 12UT: Radar reflectivities (colors, 841
in mm h−1 equivalent), Integrated Water Vapor over 32 kg m−2 (grey 842
area), wind at 950 hPa (arrows, m s−1) and CAPE over 1000 J kg−1 (red 843
contour) in ARCO-SR, CPLOA-SR and SSTHR-SR. 844
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Figure S4. (a) Water budget components (mg m−2 s−1) in CPLOA for845
IOP16a (26 October 2012, forecast basis: 26 October 00UTC]) for the low846
levels (0 - ∼500 m) [see the box in Fig. 10]. (b) Evaporation contribution847
(mg m−2 s−1) to water budget for 26 October 2012 in ARCO, CPLOA,848
and SSTHR for SR forecast (forecast basis: 26 October 00UTC) and LR849
forecast (forecast basis: 25 October 00UTC).850
Figure S5. IOP13 phase 3 (14-15 October 2012) at the LION851
buoy: [top panels] Time-series of 10m-wind speed (FF10, m s−1), 2m-852
temperature (T2M, ◦C) and SST (◦C) for ARCO (black), CPLOA (red)853
and SSTHR (blue) (forecast basis: 14 October 2012 00UT. Observations854
are the grey circles. [bottom panel] Time-serie of the ocean temperature855
(◦C) profile simulated by CPLOA. The black line indicates the simulated856
MLD from a density criteria. The circles are observations from the857
bathymetric thermistance chain.858
Figure S6. Same as Figure S5 but for IOP16a (26-27 October 2012)859
(forecast basis: 26 October 2012 00UT).860
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Figure 9. Probability of detection (POD), frequency bias (FBIAS) and equitable
threat score (ETS) as a function of a considered threshold for the 24h-accumulated
rainfall (mm) from 14 October 00UTC to 15 October 00UTC (forecast basis:
14 October 2012 00UT for SR experiments and 13 October 2012 00UT for LR
experiments). A perfect forecast has FBIAS, POD and ETS equal to 1.
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Figure 11. As Fig. 9 but considering the 24h-accumulated rainfall (mm) from 26
October 00UTC to 27 October 00UTC (forecast basis: 26 October 2012 00UT for
SR experiments and 25 October 2012 00UT for LR experiments).
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Figure 12. (a) Scheme of the water content budget and components: S is the storage
of total atmospheric water within the budget box, E is the surface evaporation, P
precipitation and Qn, Qe, Qs, Qw are the vertically integrated horizontal fluxes of
water through the four sides of the box. (b) Budget box location.
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Figure 13. (a) Water budget components (mg m−2 s−1) in CPLOA for IOP13
phase 3 (14 October 2012, forecast basis: 14 October 00UTC]) for the low levels (0
- ∼500 m) [see the box in Fig. 12]. (b) Evaporation contribution (mg m−2 s−1) to
water budget for 14 October 2012 in ARCO, CPLOA, and SSTHR for SR forecast
(forecast basis: 14 October 00UTC) and LR forecast (forecast basis: 13 October
00UTC).
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Figure 14. IOP16b (27-28 October 2012) at the LION buoy: [top panels] Time-
series of 10m-wind speed (FF10, m s−1), 2m-temperature (T2M, ◦C) and SST (◦C)
for ARCO (black), CPLOA (red) and SSTHR (blue) (forecast basis: 27 October
2012 00UT. Observations are the grey circles. [bottom panel] Time-serie of the
ocean temperature (◦C) profile simulated by CPLOA. The black line indicates the
simulated MLD from a density criterion. The circles are observations from the
bathymetric thermistance chain.
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Table 1. Bias (mm), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE, mm) and correlation
(CORR) for the simulated 24h-cumulated rainfall amounts on 14 October 2012
against raingauge observations.
SR
ARCO CPLOA SSTHR
BIAS -0.426 0.018 0.537
RMSE 14.235 16.394 18.646
CORR 0.662 0.586 0.538
LR
ARCO CPLOA SSTHR
BIAS 0.719 0.862 1.768
RMSE 16.934 18.461 18.306
CORR 0.464 0.321 0.365
Table 2. As Table 1 but for the simulated 24h-cumulated rainfall amounts on
26 October 2012.
SR
ARCO CPLOA SSTHR
BIAS -4.967 -1.760 -1.648
RMSE 29.872 33.688 34.610
CORR 0.450 0.334 0.291
LR
ARCO CPLOA SSTHR
BIAS -8.864 -7.614 -6.271
RMSE 26.435 31.860 28.444
CORR 0.590 0.400 0.500
Table A. Schematic 2× 2 contingency table for the definition of scores, given
a threshold thr for the rainfall amount.
simulation simulation
< thr ≥ thr
observation < thr a b
observation ≥ thr c d
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